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Abstract 
L_- 

The JMV eectiun of the Heidelberg postaccelerator 
ie operated under full computer control. A PDP 11/34 
equipped with a JY 411 -CAM?& interface services the 
operator’s console via a parallel branch as well as 
the accelerator components via an extended serial hiyh- 
way. All parameters eire controlled from the console by 
tiee of todchpanels and digital knobs. The basic soft- 
ware consiets of a core resident data base and three 
control tasks which are functionally completely 
equivaient to a conventional console. Numerous other 
taske are running under tHe operating system RSxll~ 
fol: mOre complex operations and special control 
proresses. 

Introduction 
The first postacceleratoxehind a tandem-van-de- 

Graaff accelerator conriisting of independently phased 
RF-kesonatnrs2 is now in routine operation since more 
thw one year. This accelerator which is fully opera- 
tetj. by a CAMAC-based computer-control-system is used 
to boost the heavy ion energies from the 13 MV tandem 
by additional 3,3 MV of effective accelerating voltage 
in &‘-mode and almost 6 MV in the pulsed mode. 

The postaccelerator eystem consists of - at 
present - 12 room-temperature spiral-loaded RF- 
cavities as accelerating or bunching elements, each of 
them powered by a comniercial 20 kW FM broadcast trans- 
mitter a For beam handling there are 8 dipole magnets, 
26 quadrupoles, and a considerable number of beam 
diagnostic elements, like faraday-cups, viewers, beam 
scannere, an emittance measurement device, and an 
extended vacuum system, allowing to feed the post- 
accelerated beam back to the existing experimental 
area of the tandem. Though the postaccelerator in 
its present form is already in use for nuclear physics 
experiments this system represents only about one 
third of the complete postaccelerator which is schedu- 
led for opePat.i.on about end of 1979. 

Basic Concept m-e of the Control System 

The use of independently phased resonators for an 
acceleration of a large variety of different ion 
species delivered by the electrostatic tandem irllector 
demands for an efficient computer assistance of the 
operator. A computer program to calculate all settings 
for RF-amplitudes, -phases, guadrupole-gradients and 
dipole fields which depend strongly on the injection 
parameters, was mandatory. Control of all paramrters 
directly bY a computer maintaining the accessability 
for manual interaction was highly desirable. 

As only very limited time was available for the 
development of the control system the concept was 
based on the following general guidelines in order to 
limit the complexitY of the overall system: 

et11 remote control of the postaccelerator should be 

performed only via the computer. As no hardwired 
back-up systerb for control was to be installed 

this decision enormously simplified the wiring as 
well as the logics of the programming, but demanded 
for a reliable and comfortable interface between the 
operator and the accelerator hardware. 

The computer control system should not be used for 
closed-loop regulation af parameters or for opera- 
ting safety interlocks, Every critical device 
should have its own hardware regulation system 
keeping track of the values set by the computer 
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and should be protected by its own hardware inter- 
locks which can react even in the case OF (2 
computer failure. Similarly tlic cornput-pl ~*!~r,uiri 
not have to synchronize we l-h t ht- acc~~l+~r,.~+ r to 

acquire time dependent pnramPters. ~11 ray)lciiy 
varying paramet ~1 s f . (I. in the 11~1 ::cd r~l~t-~it 1 o:, 
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the accelerator itsei f . Thus, tlie i;:c lus~:,~: rji 
additional pdramet er s, controls or functions as wc?Ll 
as the expansion of the overall system by a factc?r 
of three should be easrly possihlc wi tllc>ut major 
modifications to the existing systrru. 

As already m>st of thrl RF-r< qul ,1t 1r,11 ICI+'< t rJIr Li‘!> 

had to be d~s~cjne:l and 1-1~1 1 t 111 h~~uc;+.~ till <‘t r)trrJi- 
system had to be base!1 on standard, ~~mmei-~:inll~ 
available products to a widest poi:~ll,l~~ f'xtcrlt , 

CAMAC at prc’srnt is tllc, II.< 1st :XWIUG,~}. A i c:pt td.j 

standard ior control appl icrit ~c)TI!: r>fftTrl I,(J t‘!,+ 

WldeSt choice of general purpose as we1 L (as liicjlily 
specialized modules, and a variety of illtcrfaies 
for different types of computers. thus, the CANAC 
standard was adopted fiir this Ci1r.t r-c>1 i,;ri;tpm &-r t ‘iIt, 
Fi<~~del~~zrg F,c!sta(~~Pii’r-;itc)r-. 
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CONTROLSYSTEM ----- 
Of THE HEIDELBERG POSTACCELERATOR __ ~--.- __--. ~-. _ 

Fig. 1 Schematic dlaqram of the Heldcll~c*rq post- 
accelerator cant i-01 system 

processor and standard peripherals facili tatiny t’rlc 
development of the software. 

All accelerator components and t hca oper iit or’ s co:lsr,- 
le are accessed via a single JY !I 1 l-CAMAC ? ntcrf ait’, 
which directly can drive a parallel CAMAC brancli as 
well as a serial highway. Both branches are completely 
compatible with respect to software as theY USC the 
same control registers, and all features like direct 
memory access from CAMAC into the memory or vice versa 
are implemented for both branches. The highspecd 
parallel branch which is limited in length to 15 m and 
in the number of crates to 7 is used for servicing the 
operator’s console where various display units need to 
be updated rapidly. Though refresh rates between 10 Eiz 
and 1 Hz depending on the type of unit have proven to 
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be sufficient much care was taken to minimize the 
response to an operator’s intervention. The serial 
highway which can accomodate up to 63 crates runs as 
a large loop of about 300 m total length from the com- 
puter through three storeys of a remote part of the 
building. Only one cable consisting of 9 twisted pairs 
of wires necessary for a byte parallel serial highway 
interconnects the different hardware components of 
the acceleration and essentially is the only link for 
communlcatlon between the operator and the post- 
accelerator. The loop operated at a clock rate of 
2.5 MHz 1s equipped with U-port adaptors for refres- 
hing the signals and for galvanically isolating 
different sectlons of the loop, thus avoiding ground 
loop problems and difficulties due to differences 111 
the ground potential. 

For access and control of the accelerator hardware 
a compromise between comfort and costs had to be found. 
As most of the possible hardware faults would need a 
local intervention by an service technician for detai- 
led diagnosis and repair the computer control is 
limited to those parameters which are essential for 
the normal operation of the system. 

Basically, four standard types of highly integrated 
CAMAC modules (fig. 2) are used throughout the accelcl- 
rator, keeping the number of crates down to a minimum. 
Readout of analog values 1s achieved by an ADC module 
with 32 independent differential input channels which 
are scanned continuously by the module itself. Half of 
such a module is required to readout all relevant 
analog parameters of one 20 kW RF-generator. Setting 
of analog values by the computer e.g. resonator phases 
or amplitudes is performed by 12-channel DAC-modules 
which can service four transmitters simultaneously. 
The third unit in fig. 2 is a specially designed 
transmitter control module which combines 24 relay 
contacts and 24 status flags for a completely remote 
operation of one 20 kW RF-station modified accordingly. 
One fourth type of module is used for the control of 
one magnet power supply each. In addition to these 
four basic modules there are two relay multiplexers, 
which are used to select analog or RF-signals which the 
operator can inspect on an oscilloscope at the console 
for diagnostic purposes. 

Though these modules are quite different in 
function they all meet one common criterion which has 
proven to be essential for easy software development: 
to perform a specific operation the computer needs to 
know and execute only one single CAMAC command and not 
a series of consecutive steps. Thus, all units can be 
handled formally identically and no special device 
drivers are necessary. 

Software Organisation 

The PDP II/34 is operated fully under control of 
the multitasking operating system RSX 11M. The control 
software is largely subdivided into different smaller 
programs which are responsible for specific operations 
and can be run independently from each other in 

parallel. By this scheme the software development and 
maintainance was greatly facilitated. Tasks which 
have to perform larger numerical calculations are 
written in Fortran, whereas the control software is 
written in assembler language. 1 
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Fig. 3 shows the structure of 
main effort was invested into 

the basic software. The 
the scheme of a data 

base which contains all information on the accelerator 
components, e.g. CAMAC addresses and commands, actual 
values, calibration factors and the names of the 
parameters. This data base is stored in the memory. 
Using a memory-resident data base guarantees fast 
access and fast response, but has been possible onl\r 
by takinq full advantaqe from the modularity of the 
hardware ltsolf. Wherever possible the same set of 
tables LS used to describe different urnts of the same 
type. Thus the size of the data base could be kept 
below 9 k of words of memory and certainly will not. 
exceed 1G k for the accelerator in its flnal size. 

All tasks can access the CAMAC har&arc or,ly bl 
using the information stored in the central data base. 
After changes or additions to the hardware in most 
cases just the data base needs to he updated. Without 
further programming the basic control rout-ines then 
will have access to the newly installed components. 

Three primary control routines are provided which 
together with their related hardware components at he 
console are completely equivalent to a conventional 
operator’s console and enable the operator to perform 
all necessary operations manually. These are 
i) a display-routine, to inspect all required parame- 
ters on a TV-screen in a numerical or quasi-analog form 
ii) a knob service routine to change or optimize 
settings of parameters manually by turning some control 
knobs and iii) a 
central program. 

touch panel service routine as the 

By touch panel interaction, the operator has full 
access to the data base. At maximum four logically 
consecutive steps are required to uniquely specify a 
parameter , which afterwards by touch panel command can 
be included in the display table or can be connected 
to one of four control knobs. Simple functions like 
switching operations are directly performed via the 
touch panel. For illustration fig.4 shows the sequence 
of touchpanel images the operator has to work through 
in order to observe the phase of a certain resonator. 
For convenience, there are preformatted pages of 
parameter sets which can be called for display as 
shown in fig. 5 containing the most important parame- 
ters of one resonator. 

Without noticeable difference the operator can per- 
form more complex operations like the startup sequence 
for one RF-generator or even the whole accelerator. 
For such purposes there now exist a large number of 
different tasks, which can be started via the touch- 
panel and which communicate with each other under 
control of the operating system. 
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FIN. 4 Typl~al sequence of touch panel images 

Initial scttlnq of tlio postaccelerator components 
1s achieve<! by an Interactive optimization routine 
which from basic iI]formation on the injected beam 
parameters optimizes the linac parameters for a re- 
quested output energy wit-h respect to the beam 
acccptancc. Al 11 focussing arid beam handling elements 
as well as tllc RF amplltudcs and phases are set to the 
calculated values directly by that proqram. Only minor 
manual flnt> turung and optimlzatlon ‘IV’] th respect to 
beam transmission for the injection and extraction 
reqion LS requl.rerl afterwards, whercds t-11c; linac 
set t ~nqs can remain unchanqed. 
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The Controle Console 

One control station for the postaccelerator is 
shown in fig. 6. The center part is the touch panel, a 
CRT-display just above and four control knobs below. 
The control knobs are simple, two-speed pulse-qenera- 
tors which feed a presettable up-down-counter. For each 
knob the actual assignment and the current value of the 
parameter can be read on a small alphanumeric display. 

The beam current is read directly on a conventio- 
nal analog VA-meter, while the selection and activa- 
tion of the faraday-cups and the multiplexing of the 
current is done by a single touch panel command. 

Other beam diagnostic elements like beam profile 
monitors, fluorescent screens or slits are operated 
similarly, a normal TV-monitor and a small osc~llos- 
being used for display purposes. Fc?r diaqnostrcs the 
RF signals from resonators or transmitters can be se- 
I ec*ted for display on the 3 arqer oscilloscope. Two of 
such control stations are existing for redundacy, which 
arc’ rompletpl y equival eI!t and scr:.i ce:? by ti:c S~II:L 

Fig. 6 Operator’s console 
This scheme of control system has been readily 

accepted by the operators, as it does not require an; 
knowledge on computer hardware or software. The use of 
typical computer peripherals like keyboards for control 
purposes has been almost completely avoided. 

As all parameters have their names in plain 
languaqe with minimal use of Sbreviat ions the opera- 
tion of the touchpanel has become transparent and 
straightforward even for untrarned personal. 

Conclusions ---._ --. 

The existence of a highly mcJduLar and f lexitle 
control system has appreciably contrrbuted to the fast 
and easy startup period of the Heidelberg RF-post- 
accelerator. Already from the first moment of initial 
testing of the machine al 1 essential parameters could 
be carefully protocolled anh reproduceably set, which 
is certainly one of the major advantages having a 
computer based control system available at early 
stages. In addition it greatly simplifies the rout.ine 
operation of a complex system. Besides a reduction III 
cabling the computer based control system virtual11 
reduces the number of necessary controls thus contri- 
buting to the transparency of the overall system. To 
a large extent complicated procedures ciin be condensed 
into single commands, which can be learned rapIdly b\ 
nonspecialized operators without much tral ning. 
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